
Bartender of the Month 

Mary Metacarpa
Lookout This Scorpio Can 

Get you Hitched
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"What about Mary?",
Captain Rick Winters has
been saying for months now.
"She's a great bartender!"
And that she is....

Richard Donnelly, the
manager of Coconuts even
coughed up a
compliment.
"Mary is
dependable,
loyal, a good
worker and
the customers
love her". 

Mary tells
us that she
originally started
working for the
Stokeys. "They
took me under
their wing and
taught me how to be a
bartender and I discovered
that I love it. Now, at
Coconut's I have developed a
regular customer base that
are my friends. The owners
here are very supportive,
they are hands on Managers
and Richard is a great boss,
he has a big heart. You must

try the food, it's awesome,
especially the Tuna Taco's,
Shrimp Salad and the Chicken
Wings are the best in town".

An avid Nascar fan,
Mary's birthday is November
4th, a Scorpio, so you know

we mean avid. Her
favorites are

Ryan Newman
and Jeff
Gordon
although she
has become
friends with
Tony
Stewart's
crew, they

always show up
after the race to

party with Mary.
John Mullen

whispers "Mary doesn't miss
a thing. She has ears in the
back of her head.” 

And DJ Dave from Clear
Channel says, "Mary is my
favorite bartender at
Coconuts, she has been a
bartender here so long that
people have gotten married
because of her.”
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Mary has been a
bartender at

Coconuts so long
people have

gotten married
because of her,”
says D.J. Dave.

Adopt a Key Largo Animal Shelter Pet
Meet a few of the animals who are currently available for adoption a t the Key Largo Animal Shelter. If you are interested in taking one

of these adorable furry friends home stop by or call. The Shelter is located at mile marker 106 Oceanside; phone 305-451-0088.
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Bailey
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